
2 September - 5 November 2017

What is an Art School? What would you like to make, learn and do in an Art 
School?

If you could make your own Art School, what would you do there? Write and 
draw some ideas in the box below.

Look for the ‘Folkestone is an Art School’ banners around the harbour.

Schools Artwork Tour
Route: C
Artwork: 1

KS2
ACTIVITY SHEET

Bob and Roberta SmithArtist

FOLKESTONE IS AN ART SCHOOLTitle

Folkestone Harbour & various locationsLocation
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2 September - 5 November 2017

Schools Artwork Tour
Route: C
Artwork: 2

KS2
ACTIVITY SHEET

Gary WoodleyArtist
Impingement No. 66 ‘Cube Circumscribed 
by Tetrahedron - Tetrahedron 
Circumscribed by Cube’ 2017

Title

The Stade, Sunny SandsLocation

Gary Woodley is inspired by lines, surfaces and edges all around him. Have a 
look around you. Where can you see lines? What types of lines are they? Are  
they straight, curved, wobbly, irregular, long, short, thick or thin?

Find a line on the ground. Look up, are there any lines in the sky? If you 
followed these lines, where would they lead you to?

Describe your lines in the box below.

Spread out a long sheet of paper. Choose a pen or a pencil and draw the 
lines that you can see without taking your pen or pencil off the paper.
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2 September - 5 November 2017

Schools Artwork Tour
Route: C
Artwork: 3

KS2
ACTIVITY SHEET

Marc Schmitz and Dolgor Ser-OdArtist

SirenTitle

East CliffLocation

If you could speak to anyone using Siren, who would you speak to and what 
would you say?

If you could see the sounds, what would they look like? Draw your sounds 
below.

Walk around Siren and make some noises. Try clapping, stamping shouting 
and whispering. How do these noises sound different depending on where 
you are standing?

How far away do you think you can be heard?

Now stay really quite for a while. What can you hear?
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2 September - 5 November 2017

Find out about Quern Stones and their history in Folkstone.

What were Quern Stones used for? ASK A HOST!

Take a good look at the sculpture. 

How is it balanced on the cliff? 

How do you think it was constructed?

If you were going to build a sculpture here with Quern Stones, what would it 
look like? Draw your sculpture below.

Schools Artwork Tour
Route: C
Artwork: 4

KS2
ACTIVITY SHEET

Alex HartleyArtist

WallTitle

East CliffLocation
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